
Adapt the set

Reps Perceived
Effort

Sub Total
(metres)

Distance
(metres) Description Rest Time

(min, sec)

Total
(metres)

Use the set as a guide rather than something that is set in stone. Increase or 
decrease the number of reps or the rest periods to match your ability or to 
expand the set to fit the time you have available in the pool.

If you can’t swim a certain stroke, swap it for another. If you haven’t got a piece 
of kit (fins, paddles etc), don’t worry you can still enjoy the set without them.

Find more sets @ www.kenilworthmaster.co.uk

Swim Set
by Roy McWhirter

Swim it,  Share it
Adapt it, Enjoy it.

1400 400

2800

Introduction Set 3 - Aerobic (Gentle Building) 
This easy to follow, low intensity set has been designed to be gently get you back into 
the water after a period out of the pool. It is also ideal for people who are looking to 
embark on a structured training programme for the first time.

60 mins (approx)
Durartion

3/AER
Session

If you are feeling good go for it, otherwise treat it as a mixed swim down

Introduction to Kick Set

Warm Up

850 0.20Odd Swims (1,3,5,7) kick to Full stroke 60+% 400
Even Swims (2,4,6,8) full stroke to kick
Assuming you are swimming in a 25 m pool your float will always
at the right end of the pool (assuming you are using one).

Last Swim

1200Repeat both sets at an increased effort level (assuming you can find another gear)

Main Set

400

1200 0.30Even pace throughout - Very Easy 50% 200
425 0.10Build effort gently across 4 x 25s 50-55% 100
1150 0.30Swim at pace of last 25 from previous set - Even pace throughout

Swim at pace of last 25 from previous set - Even pace throughout

Swim at pace of last 25 from previous set - Even pace throughout

55% 150
425 0.10Build effort gently across 4 x 25s

Build effort gently across 4 x 25s

You choose stroke, the aim is to build gently across the whole set

55-60% 100
0.30 60% 100
0.10 60-65% 100

1100
4

65+% 100
25

150
800


